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DESIGNING A SAFER, SECURE FUTURE
Everyone has a fundamental right to privacy. It’s a reality that in our fast-paced digital world, this right to
privacy is constantly under threat. Digital information can swiftly move across borders and fall easily into
the wrong hands. Unfortunately, many people continue to use insecure communication methods that put
their privacy at risk. With our new privacy and security solution we’re here to make sure no matter what
communication method you choose you stay secure.
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S OLV IN G T H E P GP P R OB L E M
REVOLUTIONIZING THE WAY WE USE PGP
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INTRODUCING
CHATMAIL
INTRO
PGP, OTR, what gives? No matter who you talk to, they want chat. No
matter what company comes out with a new encrypted chat
application, the de-facto standard is still PGP. Most users are
purchasing new products that have chat but still have to default back to
the old PGP email standard. What if we could give you PGP encryption
but utilize a proprietary content parsing algorithm to make it look like
chat.
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SECURITY

RELIABILITY

USABILITY

BRIEF OVERVIEW
P U B L I C

B E TA

R E L E AS E

Contact us to learn about our upcoming exciting new features!

P R I VAT E K E Y N E V E R L E AV E S D E V I C E

PGP key pair is created on the device using random
generated entropy for the strongest PGP key.

C O N T E N T PAR S I N G AL G O R I T H M

Custom proprietary algorithm turns generic PGP
emails into a state of the art chat inspired email
system.

FULL KEYSTORE ACCESS

A redesigned Key Store displaying the important
information you need all while giving you full access
to generate new PGP keys on the fly.
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U N I F I E D U S E R I N T E R FA C E
Gone are the days of wasting valuable time switching
between applications. We have taken an innovative
approach to user navigation by integrating all the
necessary features clients require into a single unified
user interface.
ChatMail utilizes the latest in user experience design to
bring a modern approach to the encryption industry.
Modern, minimalistic and our intuitive design provides
you with one of the most functional and powerful
encryption software on the market today.
By preventing the need to constantly switch between
applications, we can control the encrypted data in a
secure containerized environment to further protect
your sensitive information.
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EXTERNAL USERS

ChatMail identifies both internal and external users. By using
colors we can differentiate between users that are able to
use the advanced cryptographic features of ChatMail and
external users that default to standard encryption protocols.

Advanced features that will be supported for internal users.
•

Picture Messaging

•

Voice Messaging

•

Encrypted Voice Calling

•

Group Messaging

•

Swapping between OMEMO and traditional PGP Email

NO MORE SERVER STORAGE
ChatMail is the first encrypted PGP email solution to support
end to end encryption. Our email servers act as a relay for your

MESSAGE EXPIRY
For messages that contain sensitive
information you can force a manual
expiration time. Messages with a expiry time
cannot be favorited.

encrypted communications. You no longer need to trust that the
server is deleting your sensitive information. ChatMail does not
store your sent or received messages.

HudJBbiBmknmBZOjxzBBeD
Pcu7fWV/LDCWiFoGg9u
HudJBbiBmknmBZOjxzBBeD
Pcu7fWV/LDCWiFoGg9u
FAVORITE MESSAGES
ChatMail by default deletes any message
older then 24 hours. If you receive an
important message that you don’t want
deleted you can favorite the message which
keeps the message for 7 days.

SECURE PICTURES

CONSOLIDATED SECURITY

NOTEBOOK

Secure picture messaging combined with the
latest in compression algorithms gives you
high quality images without the need to
sacrifice bandwidth.

Say goodbye to multiple passwords, with the
newly designed unified lock screen. ChatMail
stays protected from unauthorized access
and reduces the need to remember
numerous passwords.

With ChatMail everything is unified into a
single secure environment. With a swipe of a
finger you have access to a secure notebook
to store your confidential memos.
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VOICE MESSAGES

NEW SETTINGS

Encrypted voice messaging

Introducing

the

new

is now available within your

settings menu. You can

conversation. Easy to use

now select how many

and optimized compression

days encrypted messages

for clear sounding voice.

will be stored on your
device, new notification
options and do not disturb
functionality.
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PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST
Secure communication is just the start, we even allow you to securely backup your contacts and
notebook. No more headaches when you accidently wipe your device. Only the password you set can
recover them, we don’t even have access.

NOTEBOOK

DURESS

Easy to use interface and a
fully encrypted container for
writing
down
important
notes, memos or messages.

You can now set a duress
password manually in your
profile. If the duress password
is entered during keystore
access, ChatMail will be
destroyed.

BACKUP

RESTORE

Fully encrypted backup of
your notebook and contacts.
Only you have access to the
encrypted backup with the
password you configured.

Simple one step process and
your contacts and notebook
are
restored
with
the
password you configured.
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MODERN
UX DESIGN
Great UX is intuitive and
saves users time. Many
companies advertise they are
going for features over
design. This strategy leads to
confused
and
frustrated
users that require extensive
training sessions. We believe
features and functionality go
hand in hand.
Combining both features and
design all while bringing you
the latest in encryption
technology lets you spend
the time on what matters
most; simple, secure and
private communications.

SECURITY FEATURES
P U B L I C

B E TA

R E L E AS E

DRAFTS, JUST SAY NO!

RAM PROTECTION

AUTOMATED SCRUBBING

Drafts are dangerous. They are created
before you encrypt and send. This means
you could be storing your messages in plain
text. ChatMail by design does not allow
storing unencrypted data.

Many people don’t know that Copy/Paste
stores unencrypted messages in RAM. By
preventing Copy/Paste we mitigate the risk of
unencrypted messages being stored after
your Key Store timeout.

Devices are scrubbed for anything older than
24 hours by default as an added safety
feature.

ADVANCED EMAIL SECURITY

SPECIALIZED KEY HANDLING

INCORRECT ATTEMPTS

When you are actively communicating over
PGP each reply is included in your
conversation string. With ChatMail previous
replies are stripped out and a maximum of
one message is quoted when replying to an
encrypted email.

Your device will automatically lookup a users
key before you send an encrypted email to
ensure it is valid and trusted. ChatMail also
automatically confirms if the current PGP key
is valid every 24 hours.

You have 5 attempts to enter your keystore
password. Multiple incorrect password
attempts will automatically destroy ChatMail.

CONTACT US TO LEARN ABOUT OUR EXCITING UPCOMING FEATURES
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Message Encryption Details
Three circles in a message, click to see full details of encryption.

Understanding encryption, even in its most basic level
helps to keep you protected. With our newly designed
and simple to use message encryption screen, you can
feel confident that the people you communicate with are
using

industry

standard

protocols

and

your

communications are secure.

We have broken out the message encryption detail into
a simple to use three circle explanation for fast
recognition from within the chat screen or within the
detail screen. If you have three full circles you can feel
safe knowing the encryption is working correctly and
nothing is wrong with the message.

GIV E U S Y OU R F E E D B A CK

HAVE AN AWESOME IDEA
LET US KNOW

